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EDITOR'S NOTE

The following is a selection of excerpts from Chapter 2 of the Electromagnetic Testing
Classroom Training Book, second edition, published in April 2018 by the American Society for
Nondestructive Testing and available for sale now at asnt.org/store. This is not a complete reprint
of the chapter; condensed sections have been selected by the book’s technical editor, James E. Cox,
and are not necessarily presented in the same chronology as they appear in the original text.
A SHORT NOTE ON THE TEXT

The next major revision to the Electromagnetic Testing Classroom Training Book series is
now available. In this new edition, we have tried to incorporate a wider discussion of theory,
math, new and evolving techniques, and applications. A large team of industry professionals
contributed to this project. I am sure that this is going to become a valuable tool to assist
technicians attempting to qualify in the electromagnetic testing (ET) method. The following is a
very abbreviated version of Chapter 2. In this section, we try to address the different types of ET
techniques that are currently available. – James E. Cox, Technical Editor of Electromagnetic
Testing Classroom Training Book, second edition
Electromagnetic testing (ET) involves the
application of electromagnetic energy to
evaluate the condition of a range of test
objects. As described in Chapter 1,
SNT-TC-1A divides ET into three
techniques: eddy current testing, alternating
current field measurement, and remote field
testing (RFT). In addition, the document
regards magnetic flux leakage testing
(MFL) as a separate nondestructive test
method. Since principles of flux leakage

are common to both ET and MFL, it is
included in this Classroom Training Book.
l Eddy current testing: uses an
alternating current (AC) magnetic
field to induce circular currents that are
affected by fissures, constrictions, or
other discontinuities in a test object.
It is a useful technique for detecting
the wall thickness of thin materials
as well as detecting localized
discontinuities.
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Alternating current field measurement:
involves the induction of a locally
uniform current into a test object and
measuring the magnetic flux density
above the test object surface. It was
originally designed for the detection
and sizing of fatigue cracks.
l Remote field testing: can inspect
regions not only near the probe but
also throughout the thickness of the
material. A major application is the
testing of thick-walled ferromagnetic
tubing where remote field testing shows
equal sensitivity to internal and external
discontinuities.
l Magnetic flux leakage testing: provides
an assessment of the integrity of
ferromagnetic material. The magnetic flux
leakage can be detected using noncontact
sensors. Cracks in the formative stage are
highly detectable and normally exhibit
well-defined indications.
This chapter offers an introduction to the
three ET techniques and the MFL method,
each of which will be discussed in more
detail in subsequent chapters. Whereas
eddy current testing is typically used on
nonferromagnetic parts, if used properly,
either of the other two ET techniques or
MFL can provide useful information about
ferromagnetic components. The deciding
factor of one over the other is the type of
material, part size or geometry, and the type
and size of discontinuities the customer
needs to be able to detect. The distinctive
nature of each technique or method stems
from differences in excitation frequencies,
the nature of the transducers used, and the
signal analysis techniques for characterizing
the state of the test object. We start with
eddy current testing, since this was the first
of the three ET techniques to be developed.
l

permeability, eddy current testing is effective
to approximately 0.2 in. (5 mm) below the
test surface. For material thicknesses of
greater than 0.2 in. (5 mm), special probes
and/or electronics packages are needed
to improve the performance of the eddy
current technique.
Although there are some highly successful
applications for eddy current tests on
ferritic materials, eddy current has limited
ability to provide subsurface discontinuity
detection in ferromagnetic alloys. Surfacecrack detection in ferromagnetic materials,
especially for weld inspection, is a viable
eddy current process when the right
technology is applied. Eddy current is often
more sensitive than either magnetic particle
testing (MT) or liquid penetrant testing
(PT) in this role. In many cases, eddy
current does a better job with improved
sensitivity in much less time.
As discussed in Chapter 1, eddy current
testing is based on the fact that, when a coil
excited by an alternating current is brought
close to a material, the terminal impedance
of the coil changes. The change is associated
with the fact that the primary field set
up by the eddy current coil induces eddy
currents within the electrically conductive
specimen. The direction of the induced
eddy currents and, consequently, the
secondary field generated by these currents,

oppose the change in the primary field, as
shown in Figure 1.
The presence of a discontinuity or
heterogeneous material in the test object
causes a redistribution of the normal eddy
current flow. When the eddy currents
are altered by the material properties, the
electrical properties of the coil are affected.
Those changes are detected and displayed
on an output device.

Alternating Current Field
Measurement
The primary application of alternating
current field measurement is the detection
and sizing of surface-breaking cracks in
ferromagnetic welds using an AC power
source. Compared to magnetic particle
testing and liquid penetrant testing,
alternating current field measurement offers
the following advantages:
l Works through nonconductive coatings
up to 0.4 in. (10 mm) thick so there
is no need to remove and then reapply
paint or to clean off rust.
l Provides information on depth as well
as length, saving time on removing
discontinuities of insignificant depth.
l Relatively insensitive to material
property changes, so ideal for inspecting
all welds.
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H induced
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Direction of
primary current

Direction of
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Eddy Current Testing
Eddy current testing is most commonly
used for detection of surface or nearsurface discontinuities in nonferromagnetic
materials. In materials with little or no
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Figure 1. Alternating current coil over a conductive test object, showing opposite direction of
primary and induced currents.

l

l

Relatively insensitive to probe liftoff,
allowing deployment through coatings
and on rough surfaces.
Allows depth sizing of discontinuities up
to about 1 in. (25 mm) depending on
the probe type.

Alternating Current Field Measurement
Applications
Inspection companies and owners of
fabricated components use the alternating
current field measurement technique for
weld inspection in petrochemical process
plants, pharmaceutical plants, offshore
well structures, highway bridges, and
roller coasters. Originally introduced to
the offshore industry for subsea weld
inspection, the use of alternating current
field measurement has now broadened
to include inspection of pressure vessels,
process piping, and drill-pipe threads and
risers. Recent developments have included
automated and semi-automated systems to
reduce the reliance on operators and the use of
array technology to increase inspection speeds.

Remote Field Testing
Remote field testing (RFT) is a versatile
technique that can be used effectively to
test steel tubes and pipes. RFT is popular
because of its ability to inspect regions not
only near the probe but also throughout the
thickness of the material. This characteristic
is especially valuable for the testing of
thick-walled ferromagnetic tubing, where
the technique shows high sensitivity
to inside and outside surface pipe wall
discontinuities. RFT often does not require
cleaning of the pipe and is not sensitive
to internal coatings. Since 1970, RFT
has grown into a mature and recognized
nondestructive testing technology.
There are reference materials that talk
about “remote field eddy current,” but
RFT should not be looked at as a typical
eddy current test. To prevent confusion
on the range of applications and material
test situations, the attempt is being made
to phase out that particular terminology.
Both ASTM and ASME have RFT
listed as a specific technique within ET.

Detector

Thus, SNT-TC-1A also includes it as an
electromagnetic technique. For the purpose
of generic discussion, we will be looking
at RFT as it applies to the inspection of
ferromagnetic tubing in heat exchangers.
Remote Field Principles
RFT is an electromagnetic technique
that utilizes an AC excitation source.
This AC electromagnetic energy travels
along the tube wall for some distance
in both directions from an exciter coil.
The distribution of the primary field is
dependent upon the magnetic properties of
the tube, the tube wall thickness, and the
presence of surrounding support structures.
The transmitted field may be affected by
anomalies within the tube wall or when it
encounters support structures on the tube
outside diameter (OD). The changes in
the strength (amplitude) and phase shift
(or phase angle) of the received signal are
measured a few tube diameters away from
the exciter coil.

Exciter

Standard probe – rigid

Double exciter

Flexible (small bore)

Flexible (large bore)

Detector
configurations
(available for all
probe types)

Centralizer
brushes

Figure 2. Remote field testing probe types (top to bottom): larger diameter tubing (with either single or dual exciters), smaller diameter tubing,
and boiler tubing. (Courtesy of Russell Tech.)
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of least reluctance. They flow down the
tube wall, which acts as a waveguide, for a
considerable distance.
At distances in excess of two tube
diameters from the internal exciter coil,
the flux field becomes homogenous and
the passive receiver coils, positioned two
to three tube diameters away from the
exciter, receive practically all of their energy
from the flux in the tube wall. The direct
field from the exciter is almost completely
attenuated (or absorbed) by the tube wall,
and the external field is actually stronger
than the remaining magnetic field inside
the tube.

Magnetic Flux Leakage
The primary application of magnetic flux
leakage testing (MFL) is ferromagnetic
materials, including tubing, plate, wire,
oilfield tubulars, and pipelines. In the
petrochemical world, MFL is used
predominantly for tank floor inspection
(Figure 3). The power source is provided by
permanent magnets or DC or AC coils.

Figure 3. Tank floor scanner system.

Special hybrid (driver/pickup) coils are
necessary to perform RFT inspections.
Because of the need for significant spacing
between the exciter coil(s) and the receiver
or pickup coil(s), the probes tend to be
longer than the typical eddy current probe.
(See Figure 2.)
The high magnetic permeability of
ferromagnetic materials dramatically
impacts standard eddy current testing
techniques. Some eddy current techniques
attempt to compensate for and/or suppress
the permeability effects by the use of
strong magnets or direct current (DC)driven saturation coils. The RFT process
requires no magnetic saturation. Instead,
it makes use of the natural tendency
of ferromagnetic materials to channel
magnetic energy. Like the keeper of a
horseshoe magnet, the magnetic lines of
flux from the exciter coil take the path
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Figure 4. Sketch of magnetic flux leakage testing pipe inspection device. (Courtesy of Queen’s
University, AMG)

MFL has been extensively used in the
pipe inspection industry. This entails
the introduction of a moving DC
magnetic field into a ferromagnetic test
piece. Any localized, normally surfacebreaking discontinuities that lie within
the inspection zone will cause the field to
bend or leak and extend above the surface
at that point. These flux lines cut across
a moving coil or sensor and are used to
detect the leakage field.
MFL Inspection
In many piping and tubing tests, MFL
is used to look for general corrosion.
The locally thinned area puts a higher
magnetic flux distribution in the space
nearer to the flux detection device. This

relative increase in field strength can be
measured. MFL performs best with the
detection of volumetric discontinuities
rather than small pits or cracks. Any
discontinuity with its major axis parallel
to the direction of the flux flowing in
the material has little chance of being
detected using this method.
The MFL probe pull speed must be
maintained at a fairly constant rate.
If not, then the accuracy of the test is
decreased even further.
Pipeline inspections are performed with
what are called smart pigs. These devices
can carry out multiple nondestructive
tests simultaneously. However, the most
common test performed is MFL.

Large inspection pigs use MFL in order
to detect internal or external corrosion.
They use a circumferential array of
detectors positioned between the poles of
strong permanent magnets to magnetize
the pipe wall to near saturation flux
density. Abnormalities in the pipe wall,
such as corrosion pits, create magnetic
flux leakage near the pipe’s surface. The
flux leakage may be detected by hall
effect probes or passive induction coils.
(See Figure 4.) h
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FOCUS
Social Media in NDT – Part Two: Getting the Most Out
of Social Media
by TNT Editor Haley Cowans

EDITOR'S NOTE

The contents of the Instagram account SharingNDT and the
YouTube channel NDT Video Library contain the opinions of
their creators and do not necessarily reflect the opinion of ASNT.
These accounts are not endorsed by or affiliated with ASNT.

Introduction
In Part One of this article series, published in the April 2018
issue of The NDT Technician, we explored some of the ways
that social media use can be a part of a technician’s career and
engagement with the NDT community, and the benefits that
can come from utilizing it. Once a technician has set up his
or her social media profiles and started following other users
or groups in the field, what is the best way to sustain a good
online presence and keep engaged in the way that will be the
most helpful? In this article, we will explore some of the ways
for an NDT technician to best utilize social media.

Outreach and Education
It’s one thing to share a picture of a meal or write a post
about your favorite television show, but social media can
also be a space to advocate for and educate on the career
you feel passionately about. By sharing information about
accomplishments and day-to-day work, a technician can
promote greater understanding of the industry, helping to
generate awareness about the important work of NDT. Peter
Pelayo, who runs an NDT-focused blog on Instagram called
SharingNDT, highlights this aim for NDT outreach as a goal
for his blog. “When a follower asks me more about NDT, or
leaves positive comment about it, it fulfills the purpose of the
blog,” he said.
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This focus on incorporating knowledge into your social
media content has benefits not only for those outside of the
industry, but for other technicians and industry practitioners
as well. Pelayo noted this as an inspiration for starting his
blog. “To me, it was an opportunity to learn from other
NDT inspectors in the industry,” Pelayo said. Pratik Wagh,
who started a YouTube channel called NDT Video Library,
also keeps this aim of expanding knowledge in mind when
he creates content for his channel. “I have learned that across
the globe, students and teachers are finding it useful to watch
my videos. I constantly work on making them interesting,
bringing a fresh perspective to the NDT industry,” he said.
“[W]henever I learn something new (a new concept, new
practical demonstration, new equipment), I share it immediately.”
In addition to benefitting one’s connections (both inside
and outside industry), using social media as an outlet
for knowledge can benefit a technician’s own career. One
recommendation from Marybeth Miceli, cofounder of
we-NDT Marketing, is to utilize your platforms not just as
a place to showcase yourself, but as a demonstration of your
knowledge and involvement in your field. By being a reliable
source of information and knowledge, users can garner a
reputation as a “thought leader,” Miceli notes.
“It’s OK to brag about your accomplishments every so
often, but being a source of real information in the industry
is the best way to ensure people read your posts on a regular
basis,” Miceli said.

Utilizing Professional Networking with LinkedIn
As Miceli noted in Part One, “[i]n the NDT industry,
LinkedIn rules.” LinkedIn is a unique social media space in
that it is designed to be a professional network. As such, it

is important to treat the space a little differently than other, more
casual platforms. In making connections on LinkedIn, Dana Sims,
the public relations and brand manager at the ASNT International
Service Center, recommends keeping in mind the way each
connection might reflect on your professional image, since your
interactions will often be visible to others. With each connection,
you should be able to think, “I don’t mind other people knowing
that this person is part of my network,” Sims said. To get started,
Miceli recommends setting up a profile “that describes what you
bring to a job.” Then, “connect to your company’s LinkedIn page
(or set one up!). Then start seeking out your colleagues and link to
them,” Miceli said.
Seeking Career Advancement and Opportunities
Many users utilize LinkedIn as a way to search for new career
opportunities. In doing so, Sims notes that it’s important to connect
to organizations that you are interested in early. One way to do this
is by utilizing LinkedIn’s search feature, which allows users to find
organizations and groups that mention certain key words. You can
search for a topic in different categories, including “people,” “jobs,”
“content,” “companies,” and “groups.” A user can also search for
opportunities by areas. Once you find organizations you would like
to connect to, it helps to make a personal introduction to someone
within that organization, especially if you already know someone
who might be connected to that organization already (LinkedIn
displays your individual connections to a company when you land
on that company’s page). Making these connections, or “knowing
someone who knows someone,” can help people find out about
career opportunities by “going in through the side door,” as Sims
said. Waiting until job opportunities are posted can put users in
competition with many other people; connecting with organizations
preemptively can give them a head start.
Another way to enhance your presence on LinkedIn is by
utilizing the “recommendations” feature. An individual LinkedIn
profile includes a space for other users to endorse you for certain
skills and recommend you to others. Sims notes that users
shouldn’t be afraid to ask people they’ve worked with to leave
an endorsement. She recommends that if you’ve worked on a
great project or deliverable, asking for a few words of feedback
can be helpful. Asking for recommendations, as well as giving
recommendations to colleagues whose work you admire, can make
you “someone that other industry professionals may keep an eye
on,” Sims said.
Connecting with Industry
LinkedIn is not only useful for those seeking career advancement.
Users who simply want to be more engaged in their industry can
find helpful connections on the site as well. One way that Miceli

LinkedIn offers a space for technicians to connect and network
with other industry professionals. (Photo credit: mirtmirt /
Shutterstock.com).
Link to ASNT's LinkedIn group
available on the Digital Edition of TNT.

recommends that technicians get the most out of LinkedIn is
by following some NDT-specific groups, since many of these
groups will share news stories related to the NDT industry with
members. “There are multiple NDT groups, and one has over
65 000 members,” Miceli said. By following a variety of groups, the
site will become a better source of information for a user, as well as
a way to connect with fellow technicians from all over the world.
Sims agrees that there are benefits to being a part of LinkedIn
groups, but notes that it’s important to find groups that are a good
fit. She recommends that users look for groups that have a good
level of engagement. “Don’t oversaturate yourself with groups and
connections that aren’t meaningful,” Sims said.

Participating in “Hashtags”
A “hashtag” is the # symbol placed in front of a key word or term
on a social media post, and this symbol serves a specific function
on these platforms. Particularly on the more hashtag-driven
platforms like Twitter and Instagram, putting this symbol in front
of something acts as a way to index the post as part of a specific
conversation about a concept, movement, or industry. On platforms
that utilize this feature, searching for a hashtag will show all the
posts that have included it. For example, searching for “#asnt”
would show not only posts that have been created by ASNT, but
also posts by industry members who have marked their content
with the hashtag.
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By utilizing hashtags in social media posts, users can index their content with related content posted by others, potentially increasing its
exposure.

Sims said that in her position, one of the times that hashtags
have been the most helpful was during ASNT’s 2016 Annual
Conference, which included a celebration of ASNT’s 75th
Anniversary. As such, ASNT encouraged everyone participating
in the conference to include the hashtag “#asnt75” with their
social media posts about the conference. This created an index of
conference posts from many different users, enabling many different
people to participate in the conversation. ASNT’s current MemberGet-Member program is utilizing the hashtag “#digdeepflyhigh” to
showcase posts from ASNT members who are spreading the word
about ASNT membership. Hashtags are a simple and direct way
to search for and create social media content that is relevant to
industry interests.

Cautions of Social Media Use
Of course, there are some pitfalls to watch out for when engaging
in social media. Sims cautions users to remember that on most
platforms, including LinkedIn, posts do not undergo editorial
review, and therefore may not represent truthful or reliable sources
of news or information. It’s important to engage with social media
content critically. Sims also stresses the importance of exerting
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caution in your own social media posts, always keeping in mind
that a post “is entirely out of one’s hands once it’s out there.”

Conclusion
For many people, social media is an integral part of everyday life;
for others, it’s something completely new. For someone who doesn’t
already spend a lot of time on the internet for work, it can be hard
to get motivated to learn how to navigate social media. However,
ASNT members already know how helpful it can be to connect with
other industry veterans and learn from one another—community
connections like this are already happening at conferences and section
meetings, and through ASNT publications like this one. Social media
can be another part of a technician’s NDT community, helping him
or her make connections, learn new information, and share knowledge
about the industry. “A social media community is helpful for
technicians because it broadens their understanding of NDT outside
of their working environment, and it also provides a platform for
communication between technicians,” Pelayo said. “The benefit of this
is knowledge, which should be a tool that we continually sharpen.” h
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Practitioner Profile
Tara M. Kavanaugh
Tara M. Kavanaugh is the senior
quality assurance administrator at
Magellan Aerospace Processing. She
became an ASNT NDT Level III in
liquid penetrant testing at 23 years
old, and is now also an ASNT NDT
Level III in magnetic particle testing.
She is also the secretary of the Metro
NY/Northern New Jersey Section of
ASNT.
Q. How did you begin your career in NDT?
A. It’s actually a funny story. One of my older cousins had a
birthday BBQ, and her best friend was there who worked
at a facility that did NDT work (I had no idea [what NDT
was] at this point). She said they needed some secretarial
help while they were updating the QA system and asked me
if I was interested…being a high school student looking to
make [some extra money], I said sure! My first day of my
senior year was my first day at the job. By the time summer
came and I had graduated [in 2000], I was asked to stay
full-time, and by March 2001 I was certified as a Level II in
PT and a couple years later certified in [magnetic particle
testing]. Four years from that I became an ASNT NDT
Level III in PT and appointed the Responsible Level III at
23 years old. I actually asked ASNT if I was the youngest
to be certified, but they could not verify…I like to think I’m
in the running! Who knew at 17 years old starting at this
company would be the very start of my career!
Q. Describe the work you do. What’s a typical workday?
A. Today my day is generally busy from the moment I walk
in, between email replies to our customers regarding work
status, to certifying completed jobs for pick-up or releasing
newly delivered work to the floor for processing—it’s a fast-
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paced, nonstop environment. I hold several roles within the
company, but my main purpose is managing the NDT/chem
process department. The team consists of two inspectors
and one production person; I also will help out on the floor
when someone is out…so I do still get my hands dirty! I also
do the contract review and certification sign-offs for all the
processes we do here.
Q. What are some of the biggest challenges you’ve experienced?
A. NADCAP audits … as much experience as you can gain,
they are still very stressful to get through when it is your
sole responsibility. One other challenge I had faced was
developing and maintaining the NDT/chem department
for my previous employer (Metal Improvement Co./
Curtiss-Wright Surface Technologies). They were originally
a shot peening facility and purchased the original company
I worked at in order to add NDT capabilities to start
the department that I managed. Those were some of the
most stressful days I can recall….building an NDT/chem
department from the ground up in a new location is not
easy, and that was directly after becoming a new mom for the
first time, nine years ago!
Q. Can you tell us about your certification and training/
education?
A. I am currently certified as an ASNT NDT Level III in both
MT and PT. I have attended multiple training classes over
the [last] 18 years with several different agencies. I have not
had the pleasure of attending college, but I believe my handson knowledge is something that cannot be taught and I take
much pride in ability to lead. Aside from the ASNT certs I
hold, I attended some Level I eddy current training early on
in my career and have been trained in nital etch, passivation,
and pre-penetrant etch processes, including the chemical
titrations that are required. I have received some training
in 6S methodologies to aid in quality and production
capabilities within an organization as well.

Q. How do you keep up with changes in technology?
A. With MT and PT, the technology is pretty straightforward. The
new LED blacklights seem to be life-changing, but I have not had
the pleasure of using them yet!
Q. What areas of NDT would you like to learn more about?
A. I would love to get some hands-on experience doing ultrasonic
inspection and eddy current. When I was first taking the ASNT
exams, while sitting in on the refresher course for the basic exam,
I had the opportunity to learn a little bit about all the methods,
which really opened my eyes to how much more is out there. Since
making a slight career change recently I now have the opportunity
and will soon be involved in ET, UT, and RT, so the future is
bright!
Q. What are your professional goals?
A. [When I was] first learning of what NDT was, my mentor,
Mr. Ed Dukich, was our Level III and was the one who inspired
me. I wanted to be a teacher when I was finishing out high school,
and seeing him doing just that—but within the field of NDT—
absolutely opened my eyes. So my ultimate goal is to be a
Level III consultant (which I am finally close to achieving), being
able to become a mentor myself and help other people become
great inspectors, and helping businesses maintain their NDT
program. I am hoping that by the time I get the opportunity to be
on my own, I will [have certification in] at least another method or
two under my belt.
Q. Do you have experience in training NDT personnel? What
characteristics do you think define a good NDT technician?
A. I have had a few inspectors come up under me, yes. I very much
enjoy this process. Patience is a huge help, because [daily work]
can become very monotonous, but I think you [also] need to have
good problem solving skills and be very detail-oriented. It tends to
be a lot like finding needles in a haystack when it comes to doing
inspections. We are looking for all types of defects, like stress cracks
and manufacturing defects, which can range in any size…so being
able to maintain your patience and sort through the background is
huge. Also, remembering and understanding where you came from
while training a new technician is important. When you are first
exposed to NDT, you need to remember that it does take time to
become fully independent, so it’s important to encourage and not
discourage with negativity.
Q. Can you tell me about your experience being a section officer? How
has ASNT membership/section involvement benefitted your career?
A. After my first year or two making it out to several of our section
meetings in 2005, I was nominated as a director and was on the
board for two terms. Just last year (2017), the Section decided to
rally our dissipated Metro NY/Northern NJ Section, and I was
highly enthusiastic in being a part of the re-vamping. For me, I

was very much interested in keeping a relationship with our group.
Starting out being a very young woman in the industry, I felt the
need to show myself off, working hard to make an impression
and a name for myself. Knowing where I want to be in the future,
I understood that networking was definitely going to be an
advantage. Also, considering my lack of general life experience
back then, I chose to use my experience on the board as the perfect
learning tool to help become a better leader for any of my future
endeavors. At this point it has certainly been a positive experience,
as I was just re-nominated as the secretary for our Section today!
Q. How can practitioners become involved in their ASNT Section?
A. Well, that’s easy! Once you are a member of ASNT, if your email is
used within the application, you will automatically get email from
the secretary of your local section. I am an advocate for our Section
and try to expand the invitation to all individuals with whom I
connect within the aerospace field. Whether or not you are an
NDT person or a quality inspector at a manufacturing plant, the
meetings promote a serve-all community and are meant to be a
social experience where we can get together, network, and walk
away with some knowledge about an interesting subject that you
may have had no clue about beforehand. I feel it is really a win/win
for anyone who decides to attend.
Q. Have you ever had/been an NDT mentor? How helpful have
mentoring relationships been in your work? What’s the best career
advice you’ve received?
A. I have not actually considered myself a mentor at this point, but
I suppose I may actually already be one, which is an aspiration of
mine. I do have a wonderful relationship with one of my Level II
inspectors who has worked under my guidance for over three years.
I am consistently an open book to him and love feeding him as
much knowledge as I can possibly share. As far as my mentor…I
hold him in the highest esteem and thoroughly respect him for
pushing me to be who I am today. About two years ago he received
the ASNT Mentoring Award, and I was part of the [group] who
nominated him for the award. Mr. Eddy D. (Edward Dukich) was
the first one to expose me to this field, when I was only 17 years
old. I have kept in close contact with him over the years and owe
him a great deal for believing in me. I do have another mentor I
would love to mention. We both share the same original mentor
(Ed), but she has now become a mentor for me for the next
phase of my career and is helping guide me to becoming a better
Level III, a great trainer, examiner, and consultant…Ms. Toni
Bailey! We have been working very closely together these last
few years and she has pushed me, giving me the courage and
motivation that I can do it (and that I am doing a great job
thus far).
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PRACTITIONER PROFILE | Tara M. Kavanaugh
Q. What’s the best part of NDT?
A. Knowing that I did my best to keep those who are flying safe is a
huge reward all by itself. The other part of my job that satisfies me
is the mentoring/advocating/educating part. I thoroughly enjoy
explaining in detail to customers or trainees the ins and outs of
NDT. I am also very proud of my career, in just being able to look
at my child when she says, “Momma, what do you do at work”?
and I can tell her that I help the airplanes fly safely. To me, what we
represent to our children is a huge reward.
Q. What’s the most difficult part of NDT?
A. Stress. Working in a fast-paced “need this done yesterday” type
of environment, all the while trying maintain quality standards
to meet the several different aerospace prime(s) and NADCAP
requirements, can be very trying on your mental state. It does
take some finesse; to learn how to balance both your production
needs and your quality needs—all while maintaining your peace
of mind—is a difficult thing to juggle. But I wouldn’t have it
any other way. A long time ago, a wise old man gave me the best
advice—work smarter, not harder—and I have carried that with
me for the last 17 years.
Q. What can the industry do to encourage careers in NDT? What can
ASNT do to assist/encourage technicians in their careers?

14 · Vol. 17, No. 3

A. I think the industry needs to stop being scared of the idea of NDT.
I see all too often that customers really just have no clue what we
do, or why. They tend to downplay [our importance] and feel like
we are more of a burden to the process from time to time because
of the delay inspections can cause…but without NDT, we are
subjected to a dangerous world. I know that when I was younger, I
had absolutely no clue what NDT was, and I think reaching out to
the younger generations and letting them know about it as an option
would be huge. I thought the campaign with the Girl Scouts was a
fantastic idea in spreading the word about our industry.
Q. What is the best way for a technician to advance his or her career in
NDT?
A. It certainly is two completely different worlds to go from strictly
technician into more of an administrative-type NDT position.
In order to make it further in NDT, you need to dive into the
procedures and be involved with the auditing process. Being able
to orchestrate a customer prime or NADCAP audit is one way to
assure the readiness in moving forward into more of a management
role. Read procedures, ask questions, and get involved in the
quality aspects of NDT, and you can definitely go further. h
Tara M. Kavanaugh can be reached at Tara.KavanaughL3@gmail.com
or Tara.Kavanaugh@Magellan.aero. More of Tara M. Kavanaugh’s
profile can be found at http://tc.asnt.org/pro/b/practitionerprofile.
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Across

Down

1.		 In aerospace structural analysis, this describes the failure of a
6.		 This type of material is a substance consisting of two or more
structure when a portion of the structure has plastic deformation
materials, which are combined to form a useful engineering
perpendicular to the primary direction of loading.
Across
Down
material
possessing certain properties not possessed by the
2.		 In 1952, the De Havilland _____ was the first commercial jet
1. A group of gas pockets or voids, inside or on the surface of weld
constituents.
transport to enter service.
1. The ______ image quality indicator first functions in a thickness
metal.
8.		 This type of particle is a positively charged helium ion emitted by
mode,
the thickness
being
a percentage
theneutrons
weldmentand
thickness. 3.		 Polyether etherketone is a type of polymer resin under this type
certain
radioactive
materials.
It is
made up ofoftwo
2.organic
For aerospace
structures,classification.
a particular weld routinely inspected with
of
matrix composite
3. protons;
This typehence,
of wear
when
particles
in a fluid
other carrier
two
it isoccurs
identical
with
the nucleus
of aor
helium
ultrasonic
testing
is
the
________
stir weld.
4.		 These are generally used to assist spacecraft
in reaching low Earth
atom.slide and roll at relatively high velocity against a surface.
5.
_______
joint
penetration
leave
an
area – thesystem.
weld does
orbit and so serve as both an air vehicle unfused
and a propulsion
4.
The
typical
crack
will
appear
as
a
narrow,
irregular
line
when
11. In electromagnetic testing, an effect that produces variations in
not
completely
penetrate
the joint.
5.		
This
type
of
noise
analysis
is
used
to
inductively
detect
noise
clearlysignal
detected
onesystem
of these.
an output
of aintest
caused by probe rocking on a
6. A basebymetal
separation
that occurs
in plates domain
and other
rolled
generated
the abrupt
movements
of magnetic
walls
7. A groove
at the within
toe or an
root
of a weld
when base metal is
surface
or coil formed
displacement
encircling
coil.
steel
a high nonmetallic
inclusion
content
is called a
forced
to exhibiting
move by application
of alternating
magnetic
field,
melted
away andAssociation
left unfilledofbyAmerica.
weld metal.
12. The Air
_________
________
typically
aroundtear.
100 kHz.
The
dyethat
liquid
penetrant
14. In8.the
eye,_______
the tissue
senses
light. is widely used for the
9. Boring
of pipe
inside diameter
to correct
roundness caused
7.		 This
is the failure
phenomenon
associated
without
theoflong-term
inspection
of of
weldments
in both
thea shop
and inengine
the field.
16. The vast
majority
aircraft uses
either
gas turbine
or
effectbyofmanufacture.
constant flow (below the yield strength).
this
engine
9. type
Filletofwelds
maywith
havea propeller.
a flat, convex or _______ face.
9.		 Raised
ormaterials
turned over
edgeprocess
occurring
a machined
part andof
10. The
joining
thaton
produces
coalescence
17. From
an aerodynamics
perspective,
aircraft
fall into twotocategories:
10. These
tracks are parallel
slag lines
that correspond
weld bead
resulting
fromby
cutting,
punching,
grinding.temperatures.
materials
heating
them to or
acceptable
fixedwidth.
wing or _____ wing.
10. Device
that measures
such
a film badge
11. A structure
beingradiation
welded isdose,
said to
be as
________
withorrespect to
18. A12.
very
effective
technique
for oriented
chasing fuel
tank leaks
is to
use
Lack
of fusion
is usually
________
to the
direction
of
ionization
chamber.
ground
and
this
serves
to
aggravate
the
acoustic
noise
problem.
______
back the
blowtest
and
a leak detector
inside theatfuel
welding,
indication
often appearing
or tank
near to
the toe of 13. The SI unit of measurement for magnetic flux density.
search
leak indications.
thefor
weld.
15. These comprise generally the aviation electronics, computers,
and software that govern guidance and control, communication,
navigation, weather, weapons, and anticollision systems.
16. A _______ coil is a probe coil whose axis is normal to the surface
of the test material and whose length is not larger than its radius.
Across
6. composite
8. alpha
11. wobble
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12. transport
14. retina
16. piston

17. rotor
18. helium

Down
1. buckling
2. comet
3. thermoplastic

4. rockets
5. barkhausen
7. creep

9. burr
10. dosimeter
13. tesla

15. avionics
16. pancake
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